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Abstract--Let z: [0, 1]-.[0, 1] admit an ergodic absolutely continuous measure ~. Then every 
computer-generated orbit consists of contiguous egments, where each segment is close to a 
segment on a dense, theoretical orbit which exhibits/~. Since each segment of the theoretical orbit 
(if sutficiently long) exhibits p. the computer orbit also exhibits ~. An example is presented in detail. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let r: [0, 1]--,[0, 1]. In recent years [1-3] it has been shown that even such simple 
one-dimensional maps exhibit a remarkable range of behavior. If it is known that r admits 
an ergodic measure p then the Birkhoff ergodic theorem states that for x •S  c [0, 1], 
~(S)  = l,  
; ~i.rn=, ml" - ' f ( z~x)  = , ~ 0 fdp ,  (1) 
where fe~, ( [0 ,  l],p), i.e. for every xeS,  the orbit {r~(x)}~:.0 exhibits the ergodic 
measure p. As it stands, this is a strictly theoretical result, with a serious drawback as far 
as applications are concerned: if p is a continuous measure (and this is the only interesting 
situation), then every point in [0, 1] has p-measure 0, and therefore no matter what starting 
point x is used we cannot be certain that it will exhibit p in the sense of equation (1). Thus 
equation (!) holds Vx • [0, 1], yet it is in general impossible to specify a single point x where 
equation (I) actually holds. 
The situation becomes even more intriguing when it is noted that the computer orbit 
C = {~(x0)}7,-0, where ~ denotes the computer model for z, usually exhibits the same 
statistical behavior as the theoretical orbit T = {r*(x0)}~:.0. This is truly remarkable in 
view of the facts that ~ is merely an approximation to 3, and that truncation and round-off 
errors at each iteration quickly produce a computer orbit which bears no resemblance 
whatsoever to the theoretical orbit. The purpose of this paper is to study this computer 
phenomenon. In the special case when there is a priori assurance that there exists 
random-like behavior on a set of positive Lebesgue measure, we shall show that the 
computer orbits do exhibit he ergodic measure p. To do this it will be necessary to assume 
that p is an absolutely continuous invariant measure. The existence of absolutely 
continuous invariant measures has been the subject of intense research in recent years [4-9]. 
It has long been observed that of all the continuous measures that a map r can admit 
[10], it is the absolutely continuous one that is exhibited by the computer orbits. In Refs 
[10, 11] the dynamics of the computer map ~ was modeled by a Markov chain on the 
continuous tate space [0, 1] in such a way that it would reflect perturbations in the 
theoretical orbit due to computation error. It was shown in Ref. [10] that when z is 
expanding, the absolutely continuous invariant measure acts as a global attractor. The 
critical assumption made in [11] is that the computation error can be modeled by a small, 
independent continuous random variable which has a density function. This in effect forces 
the invariant measure of the Markov chain to be absolutely continuous. In this paper we 
shall present a more direct and intuitive explanation for the significance of absolute 
continuous invariant measures. For a study on the interplay between computer and 
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theoretical orbits for a Chebyshev map see Ref. [1]. An interesting discussion on computer 
orbits is given in Chapter 1 of Ref. [12]. 
To summarize, we shall be concerned with the following two questions: (a) why are the 
absolutely continuous measures ingled out by computer orbits, and (b) why do the 
computer orbits, which bear no resemblance to the theoretical orbits, exhibit the same 
statistical behavior. 
2. A THEORY OF COMPUTER ORBITS 
The following theory applies to any map r: R" --, R" which admits an ergodic absolutely 
continuous measure, but we shall restrict 3 to be a map from [0, I] into [0, 1], since this 
simple space suffices to present the main idea. We assume that r admits an ergodic 
absolutely continuous measure/~, i.e. there exists an ~ function 
such that 
~01 f >~ O, f (x )  dx = I, 
ta(A) = j~f  dx 
for all Lebesgue measurable sets A. Let S denote the support off ,  i.e. S = {x: f (x )  > 0}. 
Then S is an open set and has a positive Lebesgue measure. The ergodicity condition 
implies that any invariant set (3-~A =A)  has /~ measure 0 or 1. Since absolutely 
continuous invariant measures for expanding maps [4, 6] are ergodic, all maps, which are 
topologically conjugate to expanding maps via conjugacies that are absolutely continuous, 
possess ergodic absolutely continuous invariant measures. Hence, for example, the 
Chebyshev maps possess ergodic absolutely continuous measures since they are conjugate 
(through smooth maps) to expanding maps of constant slope. 
The first result we shall need is an elementary consequence of the BirkhofF ergodic 
theorem. 
Theorem ! 
Let 3: [0, 1]--, [0, !] have an ergodic absolutely continuous measure g with density 
function f. Let S = support o f f .  Then for almost every point x ~S with respect o the 
Lebesgue measure the theoretical orbit T = {3~(x)}~:,0 is dense in S. 
Clearly, if f>  0 on [0, 1], then S = [0, 1]. The following result, which is easy to prove, 
shows that p is unique on S. 
Theorem 2 
Let 3: [0, I]---, {0, 1] have an ergodic absolutely continuous measure/a with support S. 
Then there exists no other absolutely continuous invariant measure with support on S. 
To facilitate the following argument let us suppose S = [0, 1]. In general, S is a union 
of intervals. If r is expanding, S is a finite union of closed intervals [13]. Fix an x on the 
theoretical orbit; then T = {3*(x)}~:.0 is dense in S and exhibits /~ on S. To obtain a 
computer orbit, we choose a seed point ,%~[0, 1] and iterate under the computer 
approximation, L to the map 3. Thus the computer orbit is given by C = {~(x0)}~,0. Let 
E >0 be a small number. Since Tis dense in S, there exists a point in T, say 3'.(x), such 
that x 0 and 3~,(x) are so close that this nearness to the theoretical orbit is maintained 
(within E) for n~ iterations of the computer map, i.e. 
I~(Xo) -3~'~(x) l<e,  k =0,1  . . . . .  n I - I .  
At the next iteration, I~"~(Xo) - 3"~ ""(x)l >~ e, but since T is dense in S, r"~(x0) will be 
arbitrarily close to some other point on the theoretical orbit, say 3':(x), such that once 
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again 
rV(x0)  - r ~ + '--(x)l < E, k = n, ,  n, - l . . . . .  n.. - 1 
for some n.,. Continuing in this way, we see that the computer orbit consists of contiguous 
segments uch that each of these segments is close to a segment of similar length on the 
dense theoretical orbit. It is of crucial significance that no matter where a segment of the 
computer orbit ends up in S, it will be arbitrarily close to a point of T, since S is the support 
of g. It is precisely here that the property of absolute continuity enters; it guarantees that 
a dense orbit T' is capable of reaching any point that can be computer generated. This 
is not true if p is not absolutely continuous, for then the ergodic measure/~ has a dense 
theoretical orbit T in the support of ~ which can only reach a set of points of Le~sgue 
measure 0. Thus the computer orbit, which can vary all over [0, 1], may not be able to 
link up with segments of the theoretical orbit T'. (In Section 2 of Ref. [10], the simple 
triangle map is shown to possess uch ergodic measures, supported on sets of Lebesgue 
measure 0.) 
Let 0~= {~"'-'(x0), ~",-'(Xo) . . . . .  ~"'- ~(x0)} denote the ith segment of the computer 
orbit. Then C = 0~ 0 : . . .  0~. Let E denote the segment of the theortical orbit T which is 
close (within ~) to 0~. Thus T~ ~. . .  T~, consisting of segments of T, is close to the entire 
computer orbit C. 
Clearly if c is very small and ~ is a good approximation to r, then n,, the length of the 
segment 0~, will ~ large. Hence, 0, will have approximately the same distribution as the 
segment T,. Now, since T exhibits ~, 
la - [  
= 
where Z~ denotes the characteristic function of the set A. For n, large, it is reasonable to 
assume that the segment T~ approximately exhibits ~, i.e. 
l n~ - 1 
(n~-n,_~)~.~_, z~[r~(x)]~u(A)' i=2 ,3  . . . . .  I. 
Since 0, is close to T,, we get 
1 ~ - I 
~_,_ Z~[~(x0) ]  ~ ~ (A) ,  i = 2, 3 . . . . .  l. 
(n, ~ I ] 
From this i~ follows that the entire computer orbit C must have the same property: since 
~ - I 
~ z~[~'(x~l l  ~ ~ (~ ~(n, - n , _ , / .  
i ~ - I  
~l 
~ x., [V(xo/] ~ ,  (~ l[n, + (n~ - ~, ~ +. . .  + (~, - n ,_ ,  ~1 ~ ~ (~ ~n,. 
j~0  
Hence, 
I n! 
Y zA~J(x0)] ~ u (A) ,  
n~+ I/-'-'0 
i.e. the entire computer orbit C approximately exhibits U. 
Since the Birkhoff ergodic theorem gives no information about the rate of convergence 
of the time averages, in general there is no way of knowing how well a finite segment of 
the theoretical orbit T exhibits /~. In special cases, we can show by a combination of 
theoretical nd numerical results that segments of Texhibit/~. This will be discussed further 
in the next section for a special example. 
We conclude this section with the following summary: the existence of an ergodic 
absolutely continuous measure/~ ensures that the support of/a is a set of positive Lebesgue 
measure. This in turn guarantees an abundance of points on the theoretical orbit which 
are accessible by the computer orbit. Thus, the computer orbit can be represented 
approximately as a sequence of segments from the theoretical dense orbit that exhibits #. 
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Fig. I. 
3. MAP OF CONSTANT SLOPE 3 
Consider the piecewise linear map r: [0, 1]---, [0, 1] shown in Fig. 1 and given by 
f 3x, 0~<x~<~, 
r (x )= -3x  + 2, 13~<x ~<], 
3x -2 ,  ~<x~<l .  
The reason we choose this map rather than the simpler triangle map of slope 2 is due to 
the fact that most computers convert numbers to binary form. When acted on by the slope 
2 map these numbers tend to 0, since the effect of the map is a shift to the left. Hence 
all orbits under the slope 2 map tend to 0. This is an anomalous ituation, and fails to 
reflect the ergodic behavior inherent in the slope 2 map. 
For r as in Fig. !, we restrict r to sets of the form ~..v., = {a/p"), where N >~ 1 is an 
integer and 0 ~< a ~<pU is an integer. The integer p can be any odd prime >3. We shall 
fix p = 5 in the sequel. Although ~.v.~0 might be a more desirable choice for the domain, 
we cannot prove that long periodic orbits of ~',v.p exhibit Lebesgue measure on [0, 1]. (See 
Theorems A and B in the Appendix.) 
Mimicking the methods of Ref. [14], we can show that for .@.~. = .@.~.5 we have the 
following result. 
Theorem 3 
For the slope 3 map r. r 19.,. has a periodic orbit @,~. consisting of 2 x 5 '~- t points. The 
sequence of periodic orbits {@.v}.v~  has the property that the fraction of points in ~,.~, that 
falls into any interval (c, d) = [0, 1] is asymptotic to m(c, d) as N ---, oc. 
The proof of Theorem 3 is outlined in the Appendix. 
A point in ~Ou is of the form a/5 ~, where (a, 5) = I, i.e. a and 5 are relatively prime. For 
example, if N = 2 and a = 1, then 
6 :3 ,9 7 2, ,, ,, , ,} 
.~, :-~, , ,~, .~, F~, .~, .~, ~ ,  ~ 
consists of 10 points. Computing the histogram of ~k.v on a partition of 10 equal 
subintervals of [0, 1], we obtain 
i i+1  
l - -6<*O.v<-~=0.1 ,  i=0 ,1  . . . . .  9, 
where * ~,., denotes the number of points in @,~.. For N = 3, there are 50 points in ~,~, again 
distributed exactly on the 10 equal subintervals of [0, 1]. For the example under 
consideration, we shall fix N = 12. Thus, there are 2 x 5 ** points in @.:, uniformly 
distributed on [0. 1]. 
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Since any point of the form a..5", where (a, 5) = I, and a is odd, is in if,, it follows that 
an arbitrary point Z~[0, I] must satisfy 
~ 4 
z -  
for some a, (a, 5) = 1, i.e. dist(Z, ¢.,.) ~< 4/5 *'. Thus, as far as the resolution of the computer 
is concerned, ~.v is effectively dense in [0, !] for large N, and since statistically ¢.~. behaves 
like the theoretical orbit T (Theorem 3), it is reasonable to regard ff.~. as a theoretical 
approximation to T. 
In Section 2, we made the assumption that segments of T behave statistically like T. To 
test this hypothesis we computed the distribution of a number of short segments of ~_, 
and found the resulting histograms to be fairly uniform on an equal partition of [0, I] 
consisting of 10 subintervals. 
Since if1: behaves like a theoretical dense orbit, we shall compare a computer orbit with 
ff~2, which can be computed exactly--something that cannot be done with a true dense 
orbit. Using Applesoft Basic on an Apple II plus with 9-digit accuracy, we started with 
xo= 0.3. The point on ¢~: which is closest to x0 is x~ = (732~,2187/M)= 0.299999998, 
where M = 5~2= 244140625. We followed {f~(x0) } and {r~(x~)} for 14 iterations. The 
results are shown in Table 1. 
By the fifteenth iteration the computer orbit differs from ff~_, by more than the preset 
error E = 0.02. Thus there are 15 points in the first segment of the theoretical orbit ff~., 
within 0.02 of the computer orbit. We continue iterating the computer orbit, but now it 
is close to a different segment of ~:~.,, as shown in Table 2. 
Continuing in this way, the computer orbit is always within 0.02 of some segment of 
~:.. After 1000 iterations the number of visits to each of the 10 equal subintervals of [0, 1] 
were computed for the computer orbit and et.,. The results are shown in Table 3. 
We remark that if we had done the computations in double precision then we could have 
used N ~ 25. The resulting segments of ¢.~. corresponding to the computer orbit would be 
much longer producing a more accurate approximation to the uniform distribution on 
[0, ~]. 
4. REMARKS 
(I) In the argument in Section 3 we focused our attention on only one periodic orbit 
¢,v which approximates a theoretical dense orbit. There are an infinite number of ps and 
two periodic orbits corresponding to each p which approximate the theoretical dense 
orbits. Hence, given any starting point x0, we can find a point on some periodic orbit that 
is arbitrarily close to x0. 
(2) Unlike the arguments in Ref. [1], we did not require any mixing properties of t .  The 
ergodicity of the absolutely continuous invariant measure is all that is needed. 
Table 1 
Initial segment of Corresp,~nding segment of 
computer orbit theoretical orbit ¢~., 
0.3 0.299999998 
0.9 0.899999994 
0.7 0.699999982 
O. 10~)00001 0.0999999447 
0.300000002 0.29999983,.1 
0.900~00005 0.899999502 
0.700000015 0.699998507 
0 .100~0~5 0.099995521 
0 .300~136 0.299986563 
0.700001222 0.699879068 
0. I 0~)(}3666 0.0996372029 
0.30~010999 0.298911609 
0.900032996 0.896734826 
0.700098989 0.690204479 
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Table 2 
Computer orbit 
continued Ne'~, segment of ~,~: 
0.100296966 0.100296962 
0.300890897 0.300890886 
0.902672692 0.902672658 
0.708018077 0.708017975 
0.12~05423 0.124053926 
0.372162689 0.372161778 
0.883511932 0.883514667 
0.650535795 0.6505.~,001 
0.483926153 0.0483679969 
0.1451778~6 0.145103991 
0.435533538 0.435311972 
0.693399387 0.69406a083 
0.801981623 0.0821922488 
0.2,10594487 0.246576747 
0.72178346 0.739730239 
Table 3 
Number of visits 
Number of visits by by corresponding 
Interval computer orbit segments of ~k~: 
[0, 0.1) 99 I02 
[0. I, 0.2) 99 97 
[0.2, 0.3) 96 98 
[0.3, 0.4) 105 102 
[0.4.0.5) 101 103 
[0.5, 0.6) 103 100 
[0 6, 0.7) 95 l oo 
[0.7, 0.8) 107 105 
[0.8, 0.9) 95 97 
[0.9, 1.01 I00 96 
(3) Since the Chebyshev polynomials commute they all admit the same absolutely 
continuous ergodic measure #. Hence by the argument in Section 2, the computer orbit 
of any Chebyshev polynomial exhibits/~. 
(4) Question: Suppose it is not known that r admits an absolutely continuous ergodic 
measure. Let f~ be the relative frequency of the computer orbit C on an equal partition 
of [0, 1] consisting of n subintervals. Is it possible to obtain a numerical test onf , ,  for n 
large, to determine iff~ is close to a probability density function fwhich is the density of 
a measure invariant under r? This would provide a numerical method for estimating an 
absolutely continuous ergodic measure, if it exists? 
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APPENDIX  
Let 
~<L ~f 3x. 0~<x~,  
l ' ' 
r (x )= -3x  -2 .  ~<x~<~.  
• 
3x-2 .  ~<x<~l .  
Consider r restricted to 0.,. = {a..5 ~'. (a. 51 = 1. I <~ a <~ 5"}. N ) 1. 
.Lemma I 
(a) IOv. ~e  number of points in o,.. is equal to ~ × 5 ' -  '; 
(b) all points in 0,. are strictly periodic: 
(c) if C~(a.,'5 ~) = a/5 v, then 5v13 ~ ~ I or 5 ' i3 ~ - 1. but not both. 
(d) 5"qY" + 1 iff m is an odd multiple of 2 × 5 * - ' :  5vl3 ~ - l iff m is a multiple of  2 x 5" -  *; 
(e) let k,~ be the min imum value of  m such that 5 ' IY"+ I, then k,  = 2 x 5"-*.  
Proof: 
(a) follows from the properties of the Euler ~-function; 
(b) we prove that ~: 0..~ ~ O.v is an isomorphism; 
(c) follows directly from the definition of r; 
(d) this is proved by induction; 
(e) this follows from (d). 
l.emma 2 
(a) The period of  a/5"eOv is k x = 2 x 5 v-  *" 
(b) 0,. consists of  two periodic orbits; 
(c) if a/5*~Ov the periods of  0.~ are characterized by the parity of  a. 
Proof: 
(a) by Lemma l(e). 
(b) by Lemma l(a) there are 4 x 5 '*-* orbits in 0z., hence there are two periodic orbits in 0,. 
(c) if a is odd, then r'(a/5-") = b/5 v, where b is odd; if a is even, then b is also even. 
Q.E.D. 
Let ~O.v be one of  the two orbits in 0.v. say the one with odd numerators.  Then we have the following result. 
Theorem A 
Let I be an interval in [0, 1]. Let xe~. , .  Then 
,Y_~ z,(~'(x)] =/( / )  + o , 
. . 
where 1 is Lebesgue measure on [0, I]. 
Proof: Let ° (A } denote the number  of  points in the set IA }. Then 
1 *~ 1 
,Y, z,l,'(x)] = ~ • {i: ,'(x)~ :} 
. . 
,, ~ - -  ~ 
ks  
1 i i v =~{r~t(5. .  . ~)+0(t)] (see Ref. [14]) 
,,-,, ( , )  
- 5'* +0 ~-~ 
=/(1)+0 . 
From this it is easy to see that if g is cont inuous,  then 
I ~" f0 ~ V~ y g[~'(x)] -  g dt 
~,~- I  
as N ~ ~¢. where x e ~k.~. 
The foregoing results can be generalized to the domain 
} 0.~= , (a ,p )= l ,  0<a<p ~ . 
where p is prime and #3.  As in Ref. [14]. we can prove the following. 
Q.E.D. 
(A . l )  
C ~, M ~,' A 12~ IO- -D  
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Theorem B 
All points in 0~ are periodic. I fp  = 2.04,, consists of exactly one orbit. I fp > 3. (9~, consists of at least t~o 
periodic orbits and for each one of these orbits expression (A.l holds. 
